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D - “DRAMA-RIANS”
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OUTLINE OF THE SESSION:

A. Pantomime;

B. Voice;

C. Improvisations;

D. Scene building;

Cooling down activities
Warm up:

CEESA "Dramarians" Welcome with movements from If You Are Happy and You Know It; *Tagged categories: concentration, visualization, connections, music, following four-step directions, cooperative work, background knowledge, movement, fun.

I Like My Colleague Who… (Variation of Fruit Bowl; *Tagged categories: concentration, vocabulary, cooperative work, background knowledge, movement, fun.)
A: PANTOMIME:

- Rain.wmv
- Move very slowly.
- Maintain eye contact.
- The left side of the leader imitates the right side of the other person.
Pantomime-continued:

pet fish.wmv
B: MOVING TO VERBAL: VOICE

- Low Voice Answering Machine Message (solo)

*Tagged categories: verbal expression, pitch, tone, pause.

- One Word-Three Situations Scene (groups of three)

*Tagged categories: vocabulary, verbal expression, non-verbal expression, pitch, tone, exaggeration, pantomime, pause, movement, cooperative work.
Vocabulary quiz – how fast are you?

Guess these words individually, write them down as quickly as you can, and raise your hand when finished:

BOO_S
_P_N_S
F _ _ K
PU_S_
_S_X
VOCABULARY QUIZ ANSWERS
C: IMPROVISATIONS:

- **Freeze and Go (pairs) + Museum Walk**

Music
IMPROVISATIONS CONTINUED:

- Clock
D: Scene building:

Scene
COOLING DOWN:

- Relax

- relax 100% guaranteed success.gif

- ABCD
THANK YOU!

Remember the ABCD
RESOURCES: